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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PRO 8 AGLE CONSEQUENCES Oio
io s ai i During Mode 5 with shutdown cooling in service while disassemblina an I

o 2 i emergency feedwater pump turbine steam suDDlv check valve to reoair a i

io i.i i minor hinge pin leak, internal damage was discovered. The valve counter-l

I part on the other Steam Generator (SG) header was disassembled revealing Io s

i similar results. Valve P.MS-39A had the disk stud broken from the disk, io o
.

Lo_LJ I and the disk stud. stud _Dut and washer were missing. V-alve 2ML 34R had I
.
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CAUSE OESCRiPTION AND CORRECMVE ACTIONS h
| At factory assembly, wire was used to hold the disk stud retainer nut on ii o

i instead of a pin as per the desian drawina. The wire annarentiv brnkp Ii i

i 2 I and allowed the nut to backoff. The damaged Darts were removed and re- |
| placed with new parts. Search for the missing parts was conducted, and i

I all of the parts were found with the exception of one nut. An extensiveIi .
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ATTACHMENT

LER N0. 50-368/81-034/99X-1

EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES (continued)

valves 2MS-39A and 2MS-39B were disassembled for a followup inspection and to -
| tack weld the locking pin for the disk stud nut. Inspection rev eled thatI

? 2MS-39A was intact. Valve 2MS-39B was found to have the disk stud nut,
washer, and locking pin missing again. Redundant isolation valve 2CV-1050
in the same line was operable and available. This LER is reported for
infonnation.

CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS (continued)
~

search coriducted to locate the nut was unsuccessful. A thorough evaluation
conducted revealed there should be no potential hazard to the function of
the turbine. Apparently, in the 1/8/82 occurrence, the locking pin came
out of check valve 2MS-39B and allowed the disk stud nut and washer to come
off. The cause was identified to be related to inadequate reassembly con-
trol. A search for the missing parts was conducted, and the nut and washer
were found. The missing locking pin was evaluated to pose no hazard to the
function of the turbine. Valve 2MS-39B was reassembled using a new disk stud
nut, washer and locking pin. The locking pin was tack welded on both ends
to the nut, and the nut was welded to the disk stud. The counterpart valve,
2MS-39A, which was found to be intact was repaired similarly to 2MS-39B by
replacing the locking pin and welding it on both ends to the nut and by weld-
ing the nut to the disk stud. The evaluation of an inspection program for
similar valves which began at the time of the first occurrence is continuing.
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1. Reportabic Occurrence Report No. 50-368/81-034/99X-1
2. Report Date: 1/25/82 3. Occurrence Date: 1 0/1/ 81

4 Facility: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Russellville, Arkansas

5. Identification of Occurrence:

On 19/1/81, Emergency Feedwater (EFW) pump turbine steam supply check valves
2MS-39A and 2MS-398 were found to have internal damage that would not allow
them to perform their intended function. This was found during a maintenance
inspection. On 1/8/82, valve 2MS-39B was found to have parts missing when-

disassembled for inspection and welding of the locking pin for the disk stud
retainer nut.

6. Conditions Prior to Occurrence:

Steady-State Power Reactor Power 0 MWth

Ibt Standby Net Output 0 gwe

!

Cold Shutdown X Percent of Full Power 0 %

Refueling Shutdown Load Changes During Routine
Power Operation NARoutine Startup

Operation
,

Routine Shutdown
Operation

Other (specify)

7. Description of Occurrence:

On 10/1/81 during Mode 5 operation, with shutdown cooling in service, while dis-
assembling an EFW pump turbine steam supply check valve to repair a minor hinge
pin leak, internal damage was discovered. The valve counterpart in the other
steam generator header was disassembled revealing similar results. Check valve
2MS-39A had the disk stud broken from the disk, and the disk stud, stud nut and
washer were missing. Valve 2MS-39B had the disk stud nut and washer missing.
On 1/8/82 during Mode 5 operation with shutdown cooling in service, check valve
2MS-39B was disassembled for inspection and to tack weld the locking pin for the i
disk stud retainer nut. Inspection revealed that the disk stud nut, washer, and
locking pin were missing. Inspection of the valve counterpart, 2MS-39A, on the
other steam header revealed that 2MS-39A was intact and operable.

__-- __ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _
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Reportable Occurrence P,eport No. 50-368/81-034/99X-1

8. Designation of Apparent Cause of Occurrence:

Design Procedure

Manufacture X Unusual Service Condition
Including Environmental

Installation /
Construction Component Failure

(See Failure Data) *

Operator

Other (specify)

For the 10/1/81 occurrence it appears that during factory assembly, wire was
used to hold the disk stud retainer nut on instead of a pin as per the design
drawing. Apparently the wire broke from observed severe fretting and allowed
the nut to back off. For the 1/8/82 occurrence, it appears that the locking

,

pin used to hold on the disk stud retainer nut came out and allowed the disk
stud nut and washer to come off. The cause was due to inadequate control
over the reassembly following the 10/1/81 occurrence. After reassembly of
the valves after the 10/1/81 occurrence, a decision was made to disassemble
the valves at the next opportunity and tack weld the locking pin to the disk

iohcoNe0Ne*! t on*mb!uk h! OoE"ab!qu!te}mplementation of the* 1

balysis of Occurrence9.

Check valves 2MS-39A and 2MS-39B could not have perfonned their intended
f function for the 10/1/81 occurrence; however, redundant isolation control
'

valves 2CV-1000 and 2CV-1050 were operable and available. Additionally,
this was the first time valve 2MS-39A and 2MS-39B had been disassembled
since installation. For the 1/8/82 occurrence, the EFW pump turbine steam
supply check valve 2MS-39B was found to have parts missing. Isolation con-
trol valve 2CV-1050 was operable and available to isolate this portion of
the system if needed. Also, the counterpart valves 2MS-39A and 2CV-1000
in the other steam supply header were operable and available. A more positive
method for retaining the disk stud nut was reviewed by the Plant Safety
Connittee and used during reassembly of both check valves 2MS-39A and
2MS-39B. This method is described in Item 10, Corrective Actions. This
report is being made for information.-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i
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Reportable Occurrence Report do. 50-368/81-034/99X-1

10. Corrective detion:
Both check valves 2MS-39A and 2MS-39B were disassembled and inspected.
Damaged parts were removed. A search for missing parts was conducted
and all of the parts were found with the exception of one nut. An ex-
tensive search conducted to locate the nut was unsuccessful. A thorough
evaluation conducted revealed that there should be no potential hazard to
the function of the turbine. 2MS-39A and 2MS-39B were reassembled using
new parts, and pins were used to retain the nuts. These pins were pressed
in and then the ends were mushroomed and were to be staked to the nut and
tack welded. For the 1/8/82 occurrence, a search for the missing parts
was conducted, and the nut and washer were found. The locking pin was
evaluated to pose no hazard to the function of the turbine. Steam supply
check valve 2MS-39B was reassembled using new disk stud nut, washer, and
locking pin. The locking pin was tack welded on both ends to the nut, and
the nut was welded to the disk stud. The counterpart valve, 2MS-39A, was
inspected and found to be intact; however, it was modified similarly by
replacing the locking pin and tack welding it on both ends to the nut and

,

by welding the nut to the disk stud. The evaluation of an inspection pro-
gram for similar valves which began at the timz of the first occurrence is
continuing,

11. Failure Data:
Check valves 2MS-39A and 2MS-39B were manufactured by Anchor Valve Company
and are 4" swing check valves.

There have been no similar occurrences.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .


